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My name is Preston, owner of 
PMD Films. Before anything I 
am a follower of Jesus Christ 

and am humbled by the experi-
ences I have been blessed 

with in my life. 

I started out with film projects 
as a kid and throughout high 
school. I then furthered my 

education with a Bachelor’s in 
film production from Full Sail 
University in Orlando, FL. A 

couple weeks after graduation 
in 2020 PMD Films was        

created.

WHO IS
PMD FILMS

The name PMD derives from a 
previous business venture I 
started at 14 years of age, 

PMD Graphics. Fast forward to 
2024 and the PMD name has 

done business in over 20 
states. 

Outside of my profession I love 
extreme action sports. I have 
raced and competed in multi-
ple sports over the years such 
as downhill mtb, motocross, 
XC quad & dirtbike racing, 

bmx, and smx. Adrenaline and 
adventure are huge parts of 
my life and its fantastic to 

implement adventure within 
the world of film.
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WHY A
WEDDING FILM

Chicago River Boat Wedding | 2021
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PMD Films is a cinema-focused company. Our luxury wedding 
branch takes the aspects of cinema and applies them to our 
wedding films. The difference between a wedding film and wed-
ding video is tremendous. A product of quality takes both quali-
ty equipment and quality time. We use professional tools and 
education to further our clients investment and provide the best 
possible post-experience spectacle of their wedding day.

A wedding film focuses heavily on storytelling such as that of a 
feature film. This requires more attention to detail both during 
production and post-production, often resulting in slightly 
longer wait times than the average wedding video. When a 
motion picture is in production, each shot is strategically 
thought out and has been through countless drafts to get on 
screen. The post-production team then uses high-tech color 
grading tools and intense audio mastering to bring the story to 
life. We use a similar approach for our wedding films to provide 
a near theatrical experience when cherishing the memories of 
your big day.



THE
DIFFERENCE

Sanibel Island, FL Engagement | 2023

Hotel Carmichael Autograph Collection Wedding in Carmel, IN | 2023

PMD Films is a faith lead com-
pany. We follow Jesus in every-
thing we do and love working 

with clients that share the 
same passion.

The wedding planning stan-
dard often requires the couple 

to be extremely stressed; 
which is why we try extra hard 

to make our process simple 
and easy to understand.

We understand that our clients 
may not deal with things relat-
ed to the film industry. This is 
why we work day and night to 
ensure your satisfaction, start 

to finish.
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THE PROCESS
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Chapel wedding in the mountains of Georgetown, TN | 2023

01.
Research

02.
Booking

03.
Production

04.
Editing

Research other wedding 
films and decide what you 
and your fiance like and 
dislike. There are many 

components to a wedding 
film that can heighten the 

overall viewing experi-
ence.

Writing personal letters, 
audio of vows, and first 

looks are great examples 
of these. We can tailor 
these components into 

your wedding day timeline. 

Keep in mind your wedding 
cinematographer will cost 
more than your photogra-
pher, this is due to film 
requiring much more 

intense detail throughout 
the production and 

post-production process.

If you already have a 
social status and want to 
match your look, we can 

absolutely do so. Take into 
consideration your venue 

and decorations, for 
example, an industrial 

modern look won’t work at 
a barn venue.

Once you have decided on 
the wedding package you 
prefer, we can start the 

short booking process. We 
will setup our first call to 

review the information you 
have already compiled for 

your wedding.

We will also discuss the 
contract agreement and 
release forms that will 

need signed.

Our final call will be closer 
to your wedding day. We 

will go over the final 
details that we have 

worked together to nail 
down, such as your 

timeline. We will discuss 
any specific poses or 

trends you would like in 
the film as well.

All packages (excluding 
wedding day production) 

require a $1,000.00 
deposit to book your 
wedding date. The 

remaining balance will be 
determined on which 

payment plan has been 
chosen.

On the wedding day we 
always arrive 1 hour early 
that comes as no charge. 

This allows for time to 
review the venue physical-
ly, meet other vendors and 

build camera gear.

We will work very close 
with other vendors to 

ensure your day goes as 
smooth as possible. Not 
bothering either of you 

with annoying questions 
that can be answered 

elsewhere.

Photographers, cinematog-
raphers, and wedding 

planners are the people 
who spend the most time 

with the couple. This 
means we have a large 
responsibility to ensure 
both of you are enjoying 
the day you have worked 

so hard to build.

At the end of the day our 
goal is for you to have 

enjoyed one of the best 
days of your life.

The editing process is long 
and anticipating. This is 

due to the volume of 
weddings that are filmed 
in late summer and fall. 

Most editing is done 
through the winter.

Our editing turnaround 
time is 4-5 months. This 
sounds like a substantial 
amount of time, however, 

our work requires intricate 
detail in each and every 

frame. This often requires 
more time for color 

grading, timeline building, 
and audio mastering.

Our wedding packages 
outline what is included in 
your wedding media folder 

and available for final 
delivery.

Music within your wedding 
film can be chose by the 
couple through the music 
service we subscribe to; 

or the couple can trust us 
to use genres the couple 

enjoys. Music under 
copyright cannot be used.



FILM
LOOKS

Film looks describe the way you want your 
wedding film to look. We offer many great 
options, but if the look you are going for is 
not listed we can absolutely adjust to the 
specific wedding look you desire. 

We are constantly learning new color 
sciences to provide crisp and clear color 
paired with excellent audio quality for a 
near theatrical experience of your wedding.
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FILM NOIRBRIGHT & AIRY DREAMY
- Bright highlights
- Natural skintones
- Lightened shadows
- Great for greenery
- Great for white 

venues

TIMELESS
- Toned highlights
- Vogue inspired
- Desaturated 

skintones
- Darkened shadows
- Natural textures
- Film textures
- Flat look

- Bright highlights
- Natural skintones
- Blues in shadows
- Some purples
- Whispy textures
- Soft blurred edges
- Happy dreamy vibes

- Devibranced
- Slight saturation for 

clean skintones
- Natural highlights
- Clean blacks
- Great for black tie
- Weddings of class
- Can be used in 

conjunction with 
another look

NATURALGRUNGE EARTH
- Heavy drama
- Moody vibes
- Dark shadows
- Natural highlights
- Darker look

RUSTIC
- Flattened highlights
- Browns and sands
- Great with barn and 

rustic textures
- Lightened shadows

- Natural highlights
- Lots of greens
- Tans & browns
- Great for boho
- Great for outdoor 

weddings

- Natural highlights
- Natural shadows
- Natural colors
- As seen in real life



WEDDING
PACKAGES

Wedding Day Highlight 1

- 5 hours of production
- 6 minute wedding film

- 2 Instagram/Facebook reels
- 4k production start to finish

- RAW footage & audio download
- Final film download for phones

- Final film download for computers
- Separate clips of speeches with captured audio
- Personal wedding folder with all wedding media

- Final film uploaded to YouTube for ease of sharing

$2,800
Wedding Day Highlight 2

- 6 hours of production
- 7 minute wedding film

- 2 Instagram/Facebook reels
- 4k production start to finish

- RAW footage & audio download
- Final film download for phones

- Final film download for computers
- Separate clips of speeches with captured audio
- Personal wedding folder with all wedding media

- Final film uploaded to YouTube for ease of sharing

$3,400

Wedding Day Highlight 3

- 7 hours of production
- 8 minute wedding film

- 2 Instagram/Facebook reels
- 4k production start to finish

- RAW footage & audio download
- Final film download for phones

- Final film download for computers
- Separate clips of speeches with captured audio
- Personal wedding folder with all wedding media

- Final film uploaded to YouTube for ease of sharing

$3,900
Wedding Day Highlight 4

- 8 hours of production
- 9 minute wedding film

- 2 Instagram/Facebook reels
- 4k production start to finish

- RAW footage & audio download
- Final film download for phones

- Final film download for computers
- Separate clips of speeches with captured audio
- Personal wedding folder with all wedding media

- Final film uploaded to YouTube for ease of sharing

$4,500

Wedding Day Production

- 10 hours of production
- 15 minute wedding film

- 4k drone footage
- 3 Instagram/Facebook reels
- 4k production start to finish

- RAW footage & audio download
- Final film download for phones

- Final film download for computers
- Production rig available on site

- Two industry professional camera operators
- One industry professional dedicated audio technician

- Separate clips of speeches with captured audio
- Personal wedding folder with all wedding media

- Final film uploaded to YouTube for ease of sharing

$13,000
Vintage Super 8 Add-on

- 1 minute vintage wedding film
- 1 Instagram/Facebook reel

- Coverage throughout your wedding day
- Footage can be used in your final wedding film

- Film digitally converted and downloadable
- Vintage wedding film download for phones

- Vintage wedding film download for computers
- Final film uploaded to YouTube for ease of sharing

$1000

(765) 918-4605
pmdfilmcompany.com

preston@pmdfilmcompany.com
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All packages require a minimum $1,000 deposit (excluding wedding day production)



DESTINATION
WEDDING

PACKAGES

Wedding Day Highlight 2

- 10 hours of production
- 10 minute wedding film

- 4k drone footage
- 3 Instagram/Facebook reels
- 4k production start to finish

- RAW footage & audio download
- Final film download for phones

- Final film download for computers
- Seperate clips of speeches with captured audio
- Personal wedding folder with all wedding media

- Final film uploaded to YouTube for ease of sharing

$5,500

Wedding Day Highlight 1

- 8 hours of production
- 9 minute wedding film

- 4k drone footage
- 2 Instagram/Facebook reels
- 4k production start to finish

- RAW footage & audio download
- Final film download for phones

- Final film download for computers
- Seperate clips of speeches with captured audio
- Personal wedding folder with all wedding media

- Final film uploaded to YouTube for ease of sharing

$4,500

Wedding Day Production

- 10 hours of production
- 15 minute wedding film

- 4k drone footage
- 3 Instagram/Facebook reels
- 4k production start to finish

- RAW footage & audio download
- Final film download for phones

- Final film download for computers
- Production rig available on site

- Two industry professional camera operators
- One industry professional dedicated audio technician

- Seperate clips of speeches with captured audio
- Personal wedding folder with all wedding media

- Final film uploaded to YouTube for ease of sharing

$13,000

Vintage Super 8 Add-on

- 1 minute vintage wedding film
- 1 Instagram/Facebook reel

- Coverage throughout your wedding day
- Footage can be used in your final wedding film

- Film digitally converted and downloadable
- Vintage wedding film download for phones

- Vintage wedding film download for computers
- Final film uploaded to YouTube for ease of sharing

$1000

(765) 918-4605
pmdfilmcompany.com

preston@pmdfilmcompany.com
All packages require a minimum $1,000 deposit (excluding wedding day production)

Travel
All destination wedding packag-

es require the full reimbursement 
of fuel costs and/or flight costs 
for any and all PMD Films crew 
members. This includes but is 
not limited to: Flight ticket(s), 
Checked bags, rental car fees, 

and vehicle fuel.

An approved hotel or place of 
accommodation near the filming 
location shall be provided and 

paid for by the couple for any and 
all PMD Films crew members. 

Place of lodging must be 
approved by a PMD Films repre-

sentative due to the high value of 
equipment used for filming.

A 3 night minimum is required on 
location to ensure equipment 

and schedules are set for produc-
tion. PMD Films does NOT 

upcharge any travel fees associ-
ated with the desination wedding 

production. PMD Films owns a 
production rig that can be setup 

near location or at a local 
campground for cost efficiency.
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3 Month Plan 6 Month Plan
The remaining balance after 
your $1,000 deposit will be 
split into 3 payments begin-
ning the month after your 

initial booking.

Monthly payments do not 
have added fees or interest 
unless a payment is missed.

Wedding package total 
amount must be fulfilled 1 
month in advance of the 
physical wedding date.

The remaining balance after 
your $1,000 deposit will be 
split into 6 payments begin-
ning the month after your 

initial booking.

Monthly payments do not 
have added fees or interest 
unless a payment is missed.

Wedding package total 
amount must be fulfilled 1 
month in advance of the 
physical wedding date.

8 Month Plan
The remaining balance after 
your $1,000 deposit will be 
split into 8 payments begin-
ning the month after your 

initial booking.

Monthly payments do not 
have added fees or interest 
unless a payment is missed.

Wedding package total 
amount must be fulfilled 1 
month in advance of the 
physical wedding date.

PAYMENT PLANS
All packages require a minimum $1,000.00 minimum deposit
(excluding wedding day production package, please inquire)

Monthly plans will bill automatically through PayPal

(765) 918-4605
pmdfilmcompany.com
preston@pmdfilmcompany.com

CONTACT


